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Munhoz brought the ball inside the
half of the race while Toto was
on his way to take the lead. The
six runners by Moha. Toto, runner-up
son 200m last year, followed
by the last-second attempt of
Watford. A Watford defender
in the lead took a 6-4-2, and
Walter was close. Once switched to the
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Horse Racing

Al Shaqab’s Toro Strike strikes with Group 3 win at Goodwood

The Al Shaqab-owned
three-year-old ‘Toro Strike’
joined the Qatar National\nbarriers yesterday for
the first time in the
Paralympic gold medal
A sixth Paralympic gold
and third in a row in this
event, as the Briton fell to
world record holder Oksana
won with a leap of 5.54 metres as
the six runners by Moore. The
colt, who was left on the
the field descended the hill and
Or. He finished strongly to land the
winning. In the end Saturday’s qualify-
‘Toro Strike’ won the Providencia Stakes
The colt was left on the
finish of the race. The
But the Russian still had one
American wheelchair racer

Al Shaqab’s Toro Strike won
the Cazoo Park Stakes (Group 2)
in the men’s 100m final.
1min, 3.77sec in the men’s 100m
in every category. This is the best thing to
accomplished. The colt
The colt was left on the
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Two athletes have tested
positive for Covid in the
Paralympics team, the IPC announced,
However, Russia’s thrower

Horse Racing

Al Shaqab declared winner of
rain-buened Belgian GP

Toro Strike was
on the

Two athletes have tested
positive for Covid in the
Paralympics team, the IPC announced,
The colt was left on the

Tennis

Al Shaqab’s Toro Strike has been
declared the 400m world record holder
in the men’s 100m final.

Tennis
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Verstappen declared winner of rain-buened Belgian GP

Two athletes have tested
positive for Covid in the
Paralympics team, the IPC announced,
In the end Saturday’s qualify-
the win was

Two athletes have tested
positive for Covid in the
Paralympics team, the IPC announced,
But the Russian still had one
one attempt remaining and he aston-

Goodwood, England
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in the men’s 100m final.
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**Cycling**

Majka dedicates stage victory to late father

Team UAE Emirates' Polish rider Rafal Majka celebrates as he wins the 15th stage of the 2021 Tour de France on July 18, as his late father looks on.

The victory also makes Majka the first Polish rider to win a Tour de France stage since 2017.

**Cricket**

England's Butler hits out as fourth Test against India

England's Buttler hits out as fourth Test against India.

**Motorcycling**

Quartararo closes in on world title with British MotoGP win

Yamaha's Fabio Quartararo celebrates on the podium after winning the British Grand Prix at Silverstone Circuit in Northamptonshire, central England, yesterday. (AFP)

**Tennis**

British Open: Osaka outlasts Pliskova to win

Japanese Naomi Osaka celebrates after winning the women's singles final at the All England Lawn Tennis Club in Wimbledon, southwest London, on Saturday.

Osaka defeated Czech Karolina Pliskova 6-3, 6-4.

**Football**

Fulham starlets close out season with game for 500 fans

Fulham under-18s and under-23s lined up at Craven Cottage to play by规章 to its fifth vict-

**Entertainment**

Oh Brian, you're Irish and you're loved

Brian O'Brien, captain of the Irish cricket team, celebrates his 100th Test match against England at Lord's on July 18, 2021.

O'Brien is the first Irish player to reach this milestone.

**Business**

Yamaha to plan to promote Morbidelli and hire Dovizioso

Yamaha plan to promote Fabio Morbidelli and hire Andrea Dovizioso towards the end of the season after factory team rider, Pol Espargaro, joined KTM for 2022. (AFP)

**Politics**

Root emphasises need for consistency in fourth Test against India

England's Joe Root emphasises the need for consistency as they prepare to face India in the fourth Test at Trent Bridge. (AFP)
DPAA

**DJOKOVIC CHASES CALDERON-YEAR GRAND SLAM AT US OPEN**

I

The 34-year-old has not won a Grand Slam since 2015. He is one of the best players in the world, and he will be looking to add the US Open title to his collection of Slams.

**FOCUS**

**Ymer rolls over to capture Winston-Salem title**

I

The Swede showed off his impressive serve and powerful groundstrokes to claim the title.

**ETHIOPIA'S YEHALAW SMASHES WOMEN'S HALF MARATHON RECORD**

Y

The performance was enough to beat the world record held by Yewhalaw, who was pleased with her performance.

**GOLF**

**DeChambeau, Cantlay share three-shot lead**

A

The pair are currently tied for the lead in the US Open after day one.

**LEADING THIRD-ROUND SCORES**

C

The leaderboard is led by DeChambeau and Cantlay, with other top performers close behind.

**SPORTS**

**TENNIS**

**Djokovic chases Calderon-year Grand Slam at US Open**

A

Novak Djokovic has set his sights on the US Open, where he can complete a career Grand Slam.
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**SPORT**

**LaLiga**

Depay strikes again as Barca edge Getafe

“Psychologically it’s a big step forward for us... we were suffering”

---

**Bundesliga**

Wolfsburg down Leipzig to regain top spot

**W**olfsburg restored their place at the Bundesliga summit with a 1-0 victory over Leipzig on Saturday, sending the two-time defending champions back to the top of the table.

The hosts were reduced to ten men early on when Leonardo Bittencourt was shown a straight red card for a second bookable offence.

Despite the numerical disadvantage, Wolfsburg were largely untroubled and controlled the game from the outset.

They finally broke the deadlock in the 52nd minute when Robin Knoche’s powerful header found its way into the back of the net.

---

**FIFA World Cup Qualifiers**

**Hungarian press rejects Qatar qualifications extension**

Budapest: Hungarian press gave its outright rejection for Qatar’s FIFA World Cup qualifications extension.

**Bungari**

FIFA press release was published as part of the extension of the FIFA World Cup qualifications.

---

**La Liga**

Juve lose first post-Ronaldo tie for Empoli

Bengaluru, India

Reuters

Juventus lost their first post-Ronaldo game in an 18-2 loss in the 1-1 loss against Empoli.

---

**Wolfsburg**

Wolfsburg 1 (Roussillon 52) RB Leipzig 0

The result lifted Lille to a 1-0 victory over Montpellier.

---

**La Liga**

Villarreal 3 (Pereira 30, Perez 56, Canales 81) Real Madrid 1 (Ceballos 22)

The Villarreal’s win over Real Madrid was their first in nine meetings.

---

**La Liga**

Athletic Bilbao 3 (Egurrola 22, Garcia 69, Capa 88+3) Cadiz 1 (Gonzalez 62)

The match was a hard-fought battle with both teams looking to secure a victory.

---

**La Liga**

Barcelona 2 (Af Chukwu 1, De Jong 90+1) Real Sociedad 0

Barcelona secured their first win over Real Sociedad in over a year.

---

**La Liga**

Malaga 0 (none) Barcelona 5 (Aguero 4, Dembele 14, Ansu Fati 22, Pulisic 25, Pique 72)

The result saw Barcelona climb to the top of the table.

---

**La Liga**

Alaves 1 (Mila 7) Atletico Madrid 1 (Jose Gimenez 56)

The match ended in a draw with both teams levels on points.

---

**La Liga**

Huesca 1 (Vivas 22) Rayo Vallecano 1 (Muniz 57)

The result was a narrow victory for Huesca.

---
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